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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Purpose o f Project
When it comes to the teaching about and learning o f William Shakespeare, 
teachers and students encounter a range o f mixed emotions including nervousness, 
boredom, fear, excitement, love and hate. There is also a widespread misconception that 
Shakespeare should only be taught at the secondary level due to the students' 
developmental readiness and the conceptual level o f difficulty o f Shakespearean concepts. 
This proposed handbook will guide teachers as they embark on acquainting their 
intermediate students with William Shakespeare. By following this guide, the transition 
through the emotional states on the parts o f the student and teacher will remain on a 
positive level.
The job o f any teacher focuses on helping children make connections between 
themselves and what they are learning. A valuable means to accomplishing this end is to 
practice the concept o f learning by doing, also called "active learning." Active learning 
allows children to make discoveries through realistic experiences. In order for children to 
make the connection between themselves and Shakespeare, it is most beneficial if they are 
engaged in active learning and have a broad range of experiences. This handbook will 
identify literature, activities, videotapes and laser discs that will enable the learner to 
actively discover Shakespeare and have some fun in the process.
There is some point in time when a student will study some aspect or contribution 
of William Shakespeare in his or her educational career. This is typically done in the high
1
2school or college setting. For the most part, students will read a Shakespearean play or 
take part in a performance. The study of his work is usually limited in scope. This 
handbook will enable young learners to develop an appreciation of William Shakespeare's 
plays and personal life. They will learn about his background, his family, and his life in the 
Elizabethan era. They will experience how Elizabethans ate, dressed, and entertained. 
They will be able to interpret Shakespeare's language and quotations. They will write the 
way Shakespeare wrote, with a quill pen and ink. Not only will the students watch some 
o f his plays on film, they will take part in a play to be performed in front o f an audience. It 
is only after experiencing these activities that a child will have the foundation that will 
enable him or her to fully understand who William Shakespeare was and how significant 
his accomplishments were. By having children take part in this unit o f study in the 
intermediate grades, they are more likely to have a better understanding and a deeper 
appreciation o f Shakespeare's works as they progress through school.
Statement o f the Problem
The purpose o f this study is to design a handbook for the intermediate teacher to 
use when teaching a unit on William Shakespeare.
Assumptions
1 The assumption is being made that the intermediate students involved in studying 
Shakespearean concepts are developmentally ready and able to participate in the 
activities focusing on William Shakespeare.
2. The activities are designed to parallel the author's school district course o f study. 
Due to the fact that courses of study differ from school district to school district, 
adaptations should be made accordingly.
3Limitations
1. This handbook has been created for intermediate grades; however, it can be 
adapted to other grade levels.
2. The author and three o f her colleagues have received grant money for the 
Shakespeare Festival. Schools or teachers that do not have access to additional 
funding may find the festival to be quite expensive. Success o f this unit, however, 
is not dependent upon the incorporation o f the Shakespeare Festival.
Definition o f Terms
1. Active Learning is the process by which students are actively engaged in the 
discovery of new knowledge. For example, instead o f having children simply read 
about Elizabethan costumes, the activities engage students in sketching and 
ultimately making an Elizabethan costume for the festival.
2. The intermediate grades refer to grades four through six.
3. Shakespearean is the term used to make reference to William Shakespeare's 
writings, works, and the era in which he lived and wrote.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Significance o f Age in Relation to Learning About Shakespeare
When the thought o f teaching Shakespeare to children arises, it is often joined with 
an uncertainty o f whether children are ready to learn about him; their capability of 
understanding his works. Just as teachers would not give the same test to fifth graders on 
molecules as they would college students, they would not teach Shakespeare in the same 
way or with the same objectives to students of all age levels. The point can also be made 
that to begin teaching scientific concepts at a young age builds the foundation for further 
studies in that area. This strategy carries over to Shakespeare as well. If  the groundwork 
is laid in the intermediate grades and if the experience is positive, students will have a 
stronger potential for deepening their understanding as their exposure to Shakespeare 
increases throughout the students' educational careers.
Over the past four hundred years, the magic o f William Shakespeare has been 
reserved for the entertainment o f the highly educated and culturally sophisticated within 
society. It has more recently been discovered that educators can create in children an 
awareness o f Shakespeare's art, philosophy, and language. When pondering the question 
o f how old a child should be before he or she is able to understand Shakespeare, Adams 
(1988) writes that "...the moment a child takes pleasure in a humorous incident, is 
frightened by a suspenseful occurrence, or is warmed by a human experience — that child 
is ready for Shakespeare" (p.ii).
William Shakespeare wrote for children as well as for the adults. His intent was 
for people o f all ages to enjoy his works. It seems most natural to teach of Shakespeare
4
5and the richness o f his words to the mature student and intellectual adult. In fact, the 
majority o f high school students in English speaking countries have read, analyzed, written 
about, and performed the works o f William Shakespeare. So, is it appropriate to teach 
Shakespeare to intermediate students? O f course it is! It's elementary! (Campbell & 
Engen, 1988)
Foundational Beliefs Behind the Teaching o f Shakespeare
In Washington, D C., there is a place known as the Folger Shakespeare Library. 
It is a private research library that houses the largest collection of materials relating to 
Shakespeare. The Folger Library is also the international headquarters for Shakespeare 
education. It has evolved into a gathering place for educators around the world to study 
and learn how to incorporate Shakespeare into the classroom. The library staff members 
hold the viewpoint that the most significant work in the entire world goes on in schools. 
What goes on daily in the mind o f the student is the future creating itself. Therefore, the 
library's staff holds a set o f foundational beliefs that focus on learning and making 
connections; the staff members have dedicated themselves to providing the means for 
educators to successfully bring Shakespeare alive for their students.
O'Brien writes: "Shakespeare is for all students: o f all ability levels and reading 
levels, o f every ethnic origin, in every kind of school" (p.42). If Shakespeare is reserved 
for the educationally gifted or the mature reader, the rest o f the student population is 
being shortchanged. Average to lower ability students derive as much pleasure and 
excitement from learning about Shakespeare as above average to gifted students. In fact, 
although the reading may be more difficult for the lower level students, their comments 
and questions are very insightful. Their confidence and interest grow as a
6result o f their experience with Shakespearean ideas. They feel pride in what they were 
accomplishing. As students' experiences with Shakespeare become more in depth, their 
reading and writing skills seem to improve as well. This is a reality o f what Shakespeare 
can do (O'Brien, 1993).
The teacher's job, when teaching Shakespeare, is that o f a tour guide and 
facilitator, not a translator. It is the job of any teacher to help children make 
connections. The desire to ensure that the connection is made can sometimes lead the 
teacher to "become" the connection. Teachers are quick to translate and interpret. The 
natural instinct o f an educator is to be helpful and make concepts clear for the students. 
Unfortunately, this does not serve American students well in the long run. It is the job of 
the educator to stop translating and arrange the connections between the students and 
Shakespeare so that they can make their own discoveries. Students have a natural affinity 
for Shakespeare. Teachers just need to give them space to discover it within themselves 
(O'Brien, 1993).
The best way to learn Shakespeare is by "doing" Shakespeare. Active learning is 
the key to understanding Shakespearean ideas. Children thrive on activity. Although this 
theory has proven to be pertinent in fostering student understanding, it is still a rarity in 
American classrooms. There is the widespread fear that if  a principal walks in the room 
and discovers "noise" and students in groups with the teacher in one o f those groups, he 
or she might feel that learning is not taking place. On the contrary, though, learning 
literature through activity involves the very best kind of close reading and the most 
rigorous sort o f literary analysis (O'Brien, 1993). Active teaching also promotes a deeper 
level o f student comprehension.
Students learn best when they make their own connections with Shakespeare. 
Students need to generate their own questions and answers about Shakespeare as opposed 
to having teachers force their ideas and thoughts upon them (OBrien, 1993). Students
7must feel a sense of ownership for their own work. In order to build that within 
themselves, teachers must start with the basics. Let the children speak with Shakespeare's 
words in their mouths. Begin with a small scene, something manageable. Let them work 
in small groups collaboratively to act, direct and bring it to life. Learning will take place in 
the process, and the students will feel the essential sense o f ownership for their work.
Rationale for Teaching Shakespeare to Intermediate Children
It is not often that educators are able to present something that is brand new to the 
majority o f the class; something in which they have virtually no familiarity or prior 
knowledge. When you measure the distance that students come from the first day o f their 
Shakespearean experience to the last day o f the unit, it is most rewarding for both the 
teacher and the student to see the growth and learning that has taken place. The sense o f 
accomplishment from both parties is overwhelming. Children take great pride in their 
abilities; their self-esteem grows. They discover not only that they can read Middle 
English and understand it, but also that doing so can be challenging and fun (Bevington, 
1994).
The opportunities for improving a child's reading and writing skills are limitless 
with Shakespeare. Their "raw" interpretation o f his quotations and his plays leads them to 
think on a different level. They thirst for more ideas and find themselves branching more 
independently into the unfamiliar territory o f Shakespeare with confidence. Bevington 
(1994) observes that: "Children also learn that they can enjoy works written hundreds o f 
years ago and can even write stories that sound remarkably Shakespearean" (p.60). They 
find within themselves abilities that they may not realize they had.
If  a child's experience with Shakespeare is positive and rewarding, that child will
most likely encounter a deepened enjoyment o f Shakespeare throughout his/her
8life. There will also be a more profound understanding due to the strong foundation that 
was built. On the same token, if a student has had no background or excitement or has 
not been led to an enjoyment of Shakespeare's work, chances are slim that he or she will 
ever fully be able to appreciate the work of this literary genius. O'Brien (1993) suggests: 
"Real and active familiarity with Shakespeare - and the language and ideas, plots and 
characters that it gives us - creates an intellectual experience that out students are worthy 
of and a power o f investment that all students deserve" (p.45).
Rationale for Learning About Shakespeare
The power o f Shakespeare is extraordinary. When there is a high degree of 
interest in a topic or concept, the comprehension level o f the learner is greatly increased 
(Renninger, 1992). Topics that might hold great interest for young people revolve around 
economic inequality, race, prejudice, corruption in high places, political intrigue, family 
squabbles, murder for gain or passion and destruction. Every one o f these issues is living 
in Shakespeare's plays (Linklater, 1994). People can identify with Shakespeare's stories 
because they tell o f the lives o f everyday people; people who suffer painfully from 
prejudice, poverty, cruelty and inequality. The least important element o f his plays is the 
fact that they involve kings and queens and take place in Rome, ancient Britain or 
Denmark. The most important elements are that the reader is intrigued by the plot and can 
identify with the characters.
Speaking Shakespeare's words leads one to the sources o f his or her own power 
because a language is found that expresses the depth o f experience more fully, more richly, 
and more completely than words o f ordinary conversation. Shakespeare's words are 
channels that allow people to express the depth o f their feelings. When Shakespeare's 
words are simply read, no emotions are released. When his words are spoken, raw
9emotions are elicited and the performer can relate his or her experiences to convey the
core
meaning: "Shakespeare's words can restore power to a person whose sense o f worth has 
been obliterated by childhood abuse, social inequality or racial bigotry. This happens not 
when they read or hear Shakespeare, but when they speak the words themselves" 
(Linklater, 1994, p.5). It is when the words are spoken that they can identify with the 
character's feelings as well as his or her own feelings.
There is little Shakespeare can do for people when his plays sit on a museum, 
library or classroom shelf. It is not until Shakespeare's plays are picked up, read, and 
brought to the streets o f our global village that each individual can truly benefit from his 
contributions. Shakespeare is a powerful guide to our spirit and consciousness. We need 
him as our guide to help us unlock the doors to find "a collective global consciousness that 
reminds us that we breathe air, bear children, weep for our losses, laugh at jokes, sing and 
die together on this planet - and with this planet" (Linklater, 1994, p.7).
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The focus of this project was to search for materials and activities that were age 
appropriate, that involved active learning, and that would appeal to both the teacher and 
student. An equally important component o f the study was the review o f related literature 
on the appropriateness o f teaching Shakespeare to intermediate students as well as the 
process o f that teaching that supported and reinforced the need for this handbook.
Journals Reviewed
The following journals were reviewed because they contain pertinent information 
relating to teaching Shakespeare. The list o f journals include Creative Classroom, The 
Drama Theatre Teacher, Educational Leadership, English Journal, Instructor, Learning. 
Momentum, and Teaching Theatre. In locating these journal articles, three sources were 
used: the CIJE Book, the ERIC Database and the Microfiche.
Books Reviewed
In my search for information, the following books were used. They include 
The Bard o f Avon by D. Stanley & P. Vennema, Elementary. My Dear Shakespeare by J. 
Campbell & B. Engen, Shakespeare Festival by J. Hise, Shakespeare Set Free by The 
Folger Library, edited by Peggy O'Brien, Teaching Shakespeare Today by J. Davis & R. 
Salomone, and Warp Zone Shakespeare! Active Learning Lessons for the Gifted. Grades 
Six Through Twelve by B. Eidenier. Complete citations are provided on the reference 
page.
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The final product o f  this qualitative study is a handbook designed for all 
intermediate teachers to  aid them in teaching a unit on William Shakespeare.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This handbook has been designed to assist the intermediate language arts teacher 
in incorporating a unit on William Shakespeare. Specific objectives have been identified to 
focus on various aspects o f the Shakespearean era. The goal was to lay a strong 
foundation for the learner that will enable him or her to greet Shakespeare with 
anticipation instead o f fear, and that will allow for a deeper understanding o f Shakespeare 
in further studies of his life and his works.
The activities are organized so that each includes the topic, the objective for the 
activity, the amount o f time that should be allotted for the activity, the procedures that 
should guide each activity, the materials that will be needed for each activity, and a short 
evaluation. Following the lessons is a guide to organizing a Shakespeare Festival which 
can be used as the culminating activity for the unit. This activity is optional and can be 
implemented at the discretion of the teacher.
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Who Is William Shakespeare?
Objective: The purpose of this lesson is to assess students' prior knowledge of
Shakespeare and the time in which he lived.
Procedure: 1. Create a web on an overhead transparency with only the name
"Shakespeare" in the middle. As a group, brainstorm everything the 
children feel they know about Shakespeare.
2. After the web is finished, guide them through the completion of the 
following chart. It is best to write on large butcher paper so it can be hung 
in the room for reference.
Shakespeare
W hat We Know: What We Want To team:
Activity 1
As information is discovered, the left side o f the chart should be checked 
off" as confirmation, and the questions on the right side should all be 
answered.
3. For homework, have students survey five family members and/or friends 
outside o f the classroom to see if they have knowledge about Shakespeare.
4. The following day, after the students have conducted the survey, graph 
the results in class.
5. After the lesson, make copies of the web that the children created to 
distribute to each student. This will become the first page o f their 
Shakespeare portfolios.
14
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. What did I know before today about William Shakespeare?
2. What did I learn from the results o f  the surveys?
Overhead
Web transparency
Overhead marker
Large piece o f  butcher paper
Thick colored markers
Copies o f  survey
Copies o f  journal page
Two 40-minute class periods
15
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Shakespeare Survey
Shakespeare began writing and acting in plays 400 years ago, 
and his plays are being produced every day o f every year 
somewhere. Some acting companies, such as the Royal 
Shakespeare Company o f London and the Oregon Shakespeare 
Festival o f Ashland, run his plays annually for the pleasure of 
millions o f people. More than 21,000 musical compositions 
have been inspired by Shakespeare's plays and poetry, with 
Hamlet alone accounting for 1,405.
Very few people in the English-speaking world have not heard 
o f Shakespeare, but there may be many who have never seen a 
play by Shakespeare. Survey 5 o f your friends, family members, 
and neighbors,, asking them the following questions:
YES NO
1. Have you ever heard o f  Shakespeare?
2. Can you name at least one o f his plays?
3. Have you ever seen one o f his plays?
4. Have you ever seen a film made of one o f his plays?
5. Do you know the story o f one o f his plays?
Record the results you get on the chart above, then when we come back together as a 
class, we will combine our results.
Adapted from 1994 Teacher Created Materials, Inc. #580 Thematic Units - Renaissance 
17
Shakespeare Reflections
(Please date each journal entry.)
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 2
Establishing A Portfolio
The purpose o f this lesson is for the children to learn what a portfolio 
entails and to set up their Shakespeare portfolios.
1. Have each child bring a 1/2' binder to class the day this lesson begins.
2. Describe what a portfolio is and give examples o f what might
be included in a portfolio. Explain that each child will have their own 
Shakespeare portfolio. Ask them what submissions they feel are 
appropriate to include in their portfolios.
3. Distribute the title page and the page o f the web that the class 
completed on the first day o f the unit. Have them place these in their 
binders. Then have them take out their journal reflections from the 
previous lesson. They should include that as well.
4. Have a three-hole puncher available for the children to use throughout 
the duration of the unit. Tell them where it will be located.
5. Distribute 10 (previously hole-punched) journal reflection pages for 
them to place in their binders. They may add to this at a later time if they 
run out o f pages.
Make sure that each child followed the directions on how to set up his or 
her portfolio.
Children's 1/2" binders
Three-hole puncher
Copy of the title page for each student
Copy o f the class web for each student
10 copies o f the journal reflection pages for each student
One 40-minute class period
19
Shakespeare TortfoCio
(Date (Began_____________ (Date Ended
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 3
The Life o f William Shakespeare
The purpose o f this lesson is to build background on the life o f William 
Shakespeare to gain insight into the daily lives o f the people o f  Renaissance 
England.
1. Read aloud the picture biography, Bard o f Avon: The Story o f William 
Shakespeare. Allow enough time to share the illustrations and discuss 
items of interest.
2. When you are finished with the story, have the children complete the 
sequencing activity called, "Scrambled Shakespeare" with a partner.
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. Describe what you feel a day in the life o f William Shakespeare would 
be like.
2. What would Shakespeare's family tree look like?
Successful completion o f the sequencing activity would be attained if the 
pair scored 80% or above.
Bard o f Avon: The Story o f William Shakespeare 
Copies o f the sequencing activity for each pair o f students 
Portfolios
One 40-minute class period
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Scrambled Shakespeare
Oh, no! The “long and short of it” is that someone mixed up Shakespeare’s biography and it’s all 
scrambled. Read the sentences below. Then number them in the correct order.
As an extension, strips can be cut out and glued onto individual large sheets of paper. Have students 
illustrate the strips and assemble them into a Big Book. Make a cover and share the book as a review of 
Shakespeare’s life.
By 1594, Shakespeare had written live  more plays and would write 
several more that year.
After the births of his three children, Shakespeare moved to London, 
leaving his family behind.
Shakespeare watched his first play when a group of traveling actors 
called the “Queen's Players” came to town in 1569.
The plague broke out in London and all the theaters were closed for two 
years. Shakespeare wrote two long poems that he dedicated to the Earl 
of Southampton.
When he was 18 years old, he married Anne Hathaway, who was 26 
years old. They had three children.
After James I became King of England, Shakespeare wrote Macbeth, a 
story from Scottish history because James was also King of Scotland.
Shakespeare graduated from Stratford's Grammar School when he was 
sixteen. There was no money for the University, so he went to work.
In 1599, the building of a new theater, named the Globe was a great event 
in Shakespeare's life and would be a name forever Jinked with his.
When Shakespeare was 47, he retired to Stratford. He wrote his last few 
plays from there. They are gentle and full of love for the countryside.
Southampton paid Shakespeare a lot of money for his poems. He 
invested the money in James Burbage s acting company, the Lord 
Chamberlain’s Men.
After the Globe Theater burned and was eventually rebuilt, William 
Shakespeare did not write any more plays. He died on April 23,1616.
In 1592, Shakespeare wrote a play, Henry VI, and acted in it. It was good 
enough to make the famous playwrights very jealous.
Thematic Unit—Renaissance 01994 Teacher Created Materials, Inc.
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 4
Learning the Language
The purpose o f this lesson is to have the children familiarize themselves 
with Elizabethan language, learn the meanings o f frequently used terms 
and phrases, and practice the pronunciation o f such terms and phrases.
1. Discuss similarities and differences in Elizabethan language in 
comparison to the way in which we speak today.
2. Distribute the list o f Shakespeare vocabulary terms to the class. Discuss 
the meanings and have the children take turns trying to use each word in 
context. Have them place the list in their portfolios when finished.
3. The homework assignment for the day is to try to incorporate the 
Elizabethan terms o f address into their normal conversation at home.
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. How would an Elizabethan teacher address his or her student?
2. How would the Elizabethan student address his or her teacher?
3. How did it feel using the Elizabethan terms of address at home?
These words will be used very frequently throughout this unit. When you 
feel they are completely understood by the students, an optional activity is 
to give them a quiz on the vocabulary as a form o f assessment.
List o f Elizabethan vocabulary terms for each student
Portfolios
One 40-minute class period
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N a w c ____________________
Sh^kespeAre Spelling
1.  
2.  
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
f .  __________________________
6.  
7. ______________________
$. __________________________
9. ______________________
10. ______________________
11.  
12.  
H. ______________________
14.  
If. ______________________
This is vjowr worb b^nk to complete the vocabuUnj 
portion of the quiz.
25
blam e________________
Sh&kespe&re Vocabwlarn
Directions: Please -fill in the worb or phrase that best 
matches the meaning.
1. a plan baseb on humor
2. a plan baseb on historical 
events
3. a plav< baseb on great sorrow 
or bestruction
4. best-known plavfwrigbt of the 
Elizabethan era
f . be in vfowr best interest
6. goobbne
7. plan bn Shakespeare 
beg, pleab
9. frienb
10. mistaken
11. term useb in m aking reference 
to another
12. has
15. here
14. commotion
H. beginner
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 5
Interpreting Shakespeare
The purpose o f this lesson is for the students to develop their own 
interpretations o f selected Shakespearean quotes.
1. Discuss three or four Shakespearean quotes that you feel the children 
may have heard at some point in their lives. Have them come up with the 
interpretations o f those quotations. Let them share where or when the 
quotation m a/have been used.
2. Divide the children into groups o f three or four. Have each group draw 
five quotations from a "hat". Each group should come to a consensus on 
the meaning of their group's quotations. After about 15 minutes, bring the 
whole group back together to share their interpretations.
3. Have each child select his or her favorite quotation of the day to 
include in his or her portfolio. Draw a symbol or picture to illustrate that 
quotation.
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. With which quotation could you best identify? Why?
An assessment o f this activity could be determined by the child's selected 
quotation and illustration.
List o f selected quotations (Numerous quotations can be found in 
Shakespeare Festival by Jesse Hise.)
Individual strips o f selected quotations 
Portfolio
Shakespearean quote/ illustration page for each student
One 40-minute class period
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M y favorite Shakespearean quote thus fa r  is...
from the play,
Tfe picture that best illustrates that quote fo r  me 
Cooks like...
By:______________
28
Selecteb Shakespeare 
QuotAtions...
“Smooth runs the WAter where the brook is beep.”
(Hennj V I, Act 1. Scene 3)
“There’s swaH choice in rotten Apples.”
(TAtnins of the Shrew. A ctl, Scene 1,
“A  frienb in the court is better thAn a pennvj in the purse.” 
(Henrvi IV . Act $, Scene l)
“1 bote on his venj Absence.”
(MerchAnt of Venice. Act 1. Scene 2)
“Lorb, whAt fools these mortAls be!”
(Mibsumm er N is h f s DreAtn, Act 3. Scene 2)
“Evervj tnAn cAn mAster a srief but he thAthAS i t ”
{Much Abo Aboutblothing. Act 3. Scene i)
“The web of our life is a tningleb vjAm.”
(All’s W ell ThAt Enbs W ell. Act 4, Scene 3)
“AH the worlb’s a stA^e.”
(As You tike I t  Act 2, Scene 7)
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“Our purses shall be proub, our garments poor, for tis the 
m inb that makes the bobvf rich,*’
(Tam ing of the Shrew, Act 4, Scene 3)
MW h \j then, the world’s mvj ouster, which 1 w ith  sworb 
w ill open.**
(M em t W ives of Winbsor, Act 2, Scene 2)
*T bo besire w e mavf be better strangers.**
(As You tike I t  Act 3, Scene 2,
“The kiss vjou take is better than v|ou give.”
(Troilus anb Cressiba)
“W h a t’s in a name? That which w e  call a rose bvj anvj 
name woulb smell as sweet**
(Romeo anb Juliet Act 2, Scene 2)
“ 1 love the name of honor more than 1 fear heath.**
(Julius Caesar, Act 1, Scene 2)
“All the perfumes of Arabia w ill not sweeten this little 
hanb.**
(Macbeth, Act f , Scene i)
“Beware, mvf lorb, of Jealous^...It is the green-evfeb 
monster...**
(Othello, Act 3. Scene 3)
30
Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 6
A Midsummer Night's Dream
The purpose o f this lesson is to introduce the children to the play, A. 
Midsummer Night's Dream.
1. Tell the children a short summary o f the play that will pique their 
interest using no character names.
2. Explain how they will see two different stories going on
simultaneously.
3. Show the HBO Animated Tale, A Midsummer Night's Dream.
4. After the video, distribute the character map, and begin discussing each 
character and his or her relationship(s) to the other characters.
5. Have the children create their own character maps. Both maps should 
eventually be placed in their portfolios. They can "check" their map by 
comparing it to the one you distributed and make any necessary 
corrections.
6. In their journals, have the children summarize the story o f A_ 
Midsummer Night's Dream,
Accuracy of each child's character map
Participation in group discussion following the video
Journal reflection
HBO Animated Tale, A Midsummer Night's Dream
Copies o f the character map for each child
Blank paper for the children's character maps
Portfolios
Two 40-minute class periods
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(Shakespeare Set Free) 
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 7
Shakespearean Anagrams
The purpose o f this lesson is to define an anagram, determine its use, and 
continue to familiarize the children with titles and characters o f 
Shakespeare's plays.
1. Ask the children if they have any experience with anagrams. Regardless 
o f their answers, make sure you give a clear, concise definition o f an 
anagram with examples before proceeding to the next step.
2. Distribute the Anagram activity sheet. Have the children work 
independently or in pairs to complete the activity sheet.
3. When they are finished with the activity sheet, have each child make up 
two Shakespearean anagrams. These should be placed in the child's 
portfolio. You can also put them together to make a class list o f anagrams. 
You will find that you can add to the list o f anagrams for next year.
Success on this activity sheet would be attained if a student scores 80% or 
higher.
Child's individual anagrams
Copy of the anagram activity sheet for each child
Portfolio
One 40-minute class period
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ANAGRAMS
DOUBLE, DOUBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE 
WORDS MIXED UP, ARE ALL A BUBBLE! *
U nscram ble  these anagram s to form  the titles and charac ters of 
S hakespeare’s plays.
1. SAUCER JAIL US 11. HI MARE
2. THE LAM 12. ANY TON
3. BROONE 13. TAN I A IT
4. IT A PRO 14. I RALE
5. BET CHAM 15. LATE CUP
6. MET THE STEP 16. MAD CUFF
7. OROME 17. BASE STAIN
8. TAKE 18. I CAN BA
9. NAME DUET ROIL JO 19. MA DRAIN
10. SEW HER HOT FAT GEM THIN 20 . I PRO CHUTE
WORD BANK
BIANCA PETRUCHIO SEBASTIAN
ROMEO MACDUFF OBERON
PORTIA HAMLET THE TEMPEST
JULIUS CAESAR KATE MACBETH
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW TITAN IA
ROMEO AND JULIET MIRANDA ANTONY
HERMIA ARIEL CAPULET
(Elementary, My Dear Shakespeare)
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ANAGRAMS
DOUBLE, DOUBLE, TOIL AND TROUBLE, 
WORDS MIXED UP, ARE ALL A BUBBLE
KEY
1. SAUCER JAIL US -  JULIUS CAESAR
2. THE LAM -  HAMLET
3. BROONE -  OBERON
4. IT A PRO -  PORTIA
5. BET CHAM -  MACBETH
6. MET THE STEP -  THE TEMPEST
7. O ROME-ROMEO
8. T A K E -K A T E
9. NAME DUET ROIL JO -  ROMEO AND JULIET
10. SEW HER HOT FAT BEM THIN -  THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
11. HI MARE -  HERMIA
12. ANY TON -  ANTONY
13. TAN I A IT -  TITANIA
14. I RALE -A R IE L
15. LATE CUP -  CAPULET
16. MAD CUFF -  MACDUFF
17. BASE STAIN -  SEBASTIAN
1 8 .1  CAN BA -  BIANCA
19. MA DRAIN -  MIRANDA
2 0 . I PRO CHUTE -  PETRUCHIO
(Elementary, My Dear Shakespeare)
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 8
Vocabulary From A Midsummer Night's Dream
The purpose of this lesson is to recognize and identify the meanings o f 
vocabulary words from A Midsummer Night's Dream. This will enable the 
learner to develop the foundation o f the language before beginning to act 
out the play.
1. Ask the children to recall any words or phrases from the video A. 
Midsummer Night's Dream that they may not have recognized. This may 
be a little difficult for them. Proceed by reading some of the words from 
the vocabulary list. Ask them if they remember hearing any o f those 
words. I f  so, ask them if they understand the meaning.
2. Distribute the vocabulary list. Select children to read aloud the words 
from the list. Guide them through the completion o f the activity sheet. 
Have them begin with the words that look familiar.
3. Show the HBO Animated Tale, A Midsummer Night's Dream, and ask 
the children to listen for the words that they have just learned. It will help 
them to identify the words in context.
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. How do these particular words enhance Shakespeare's play?
2. Was I able to pick out the words from the list the second time I watched 
the video? If so, why was it easier the second time?
Copy o f the vocabulary list for each student
HBO Animated Tale, A Midsummer Night's Dream
Portfolio
One-hour class period
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM 
VOCABULARY
M atch the words with their definitions.
ASS
MISCREANT
OBNOXIOUS
SWEETMEATS
FILCH
NUNNERY
TYRANT
SHREWD
KNAVISH
REVELS
ANON
FRAY
ENAMOURED
TARRY
CHANGELING
HENCHMAN
LIQUOR
SPURN
SCORN
NEWT
NECTAR
FLOUT
SUITOR
VIXEN
BOWER
A — a child, half hum an, half fairy 
B -- sm all sa lam ander 
C -- a cruel, oppressive, absolute ruler 
D — a donkey
E -- shrew ish, ill- tem p ered  person 
F  -- to be tardy, to linger 
G -- ex trem ely  u n p leasan t, repugnant 
H — any liquid substance 
I — to be festive, noisy, m errym aking 
J -- shaded re trea t, enclosed by trees 
K -- rascal, unpleasant to be with 
L -- an attendant, squire or page 
M --  m ischievous, artfu l, cunning 
N — a man who courts or woos a woman 
O -- to steal
P — a comm otion, a fight
Q — a convent or home for nuns 
R -- to inflame w ith love, charm, captivate 
S — candy or candied fruit
T  -- to mock, insult, treat with contempt 
U -- behaving w ith  trickery, deceit; clever
V — disdain, to show anger and disgust 
W --  to reject w ith contem pt, to drive back 
X -- soon, presently  or at another time
Y -- a sweet liquid from a plant
(Elementary, My Dear Shakespeare)
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A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 
VOCABULARY
M atch the words with their definitions.
D ASS A — a child, ha lf hum an, half fairy
K MISCREANT B — small salam ander
G OBNOXIOUS C -- a cruel, oppressive, absolute ruler
S S WEE 1 ME A 1 S D — a donkey
0 FILCH E ~  shrewish, ill-tem pered  person
------ Q- NUNNERY F — to be tardy, to linger
c tyrant G -- extrem ely unpleasant, repugnant
LL SHREWD H — any liquid substance
M KNAVISH I — to be festive, noisy, merrymaking
L REVELS J -- shaded retreat, enclosed by trees
X ANON K — rascal, unpleasant to be with
E FRAY L -- an attendant, squire or page
------ B ENAMOURED M -- m ischievous, artful, cunning
T TARRY N — a man who courts or woos a woman
------A- CHANGELING 0  — to steal
----- 1— HENCHMAN P — a commotion, a fight
u LIQUOR Q — a convent o r home for nuns
H SPURN R — to inflame w ith love, charm, captivate
IZ SCORN S — candy or candied fruit
B NEWT T — to mock, insult, treat with contempt
Y NECTAR U — behaving w ith  trickery, deceit; clever
T FLOUT V — disdain, to show  anger and disgust
N SUITOR W — to reject w ith contem pt, to drive back
C VIXEN X — soon, presently  or at another time
J BOWER Y — a sweet liquid  from a plant
(Elementary, My Dear Shakespeare) 
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Activity 9
Shakespeare Performances
Objective: The purpose o f this lesson is to show the students what it is like to act out
scenes from Shakespeare's plays. They will observe a scene in which the 
teacher performs, and they will each take a role in A Midsummer Night's 
Dream.
Procedure: 1. Prepare a short scene to perform for the children. It is helpful to have a
parent volunteer or another teacher to take part in this performance. 
Suggested scenes would include the first witches' scene from Macbeth, the 
balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet, and the scene where Kate and 
Petruchio meet from The Taming o f the Shrew.
2. Perform the prepared scene for the class.
3. Distribute scripts for A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Each child should 
receive two copies o f the script, one to take home, the other to keep at 
school.
4. Read through the list o f characters and assign "temporary" roles.
5. The first time through, have them simply read through the lines. Let the 
children know that eventually, they will be assigned permanent roles which 
they will need to memorize and they will need to actually "become" the 
character.
6. Assign the roles and have the children highlight their lines in their 
scripts. (If there are not enough parts for your class, additional narrator 
parts may be added.)
7. Divide the children into small groups to rehearse. Emphasis, at this 
point, should be on pronunciation of words, blocking positions, actions, 
expression and volume.
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Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
8. Change the small groups to accommodate the different acts. Have them 
begin to focus on inflection, chemistry between characters and props.
9. Dress rehearsal
At the end of each day, the students should reflect on the following 
questions in their journals:
1. What did I accomplish in today's rehearsal?
2. What progress is being made?
3. How am I becoming more in tune with my character?
4. What can I do to help others with their roles?
5. How does the way I play my character affect others?
6. What could I work on at home that would improve my performance 
during rehearsal?
Although questions one and two should be answered daily, the others may 
be answered as the situation calls for them.
Another form of assessment is the student self-evaluation that should be 
completed the day o f dress rehearsal.
The final form of assessment is the actual performance itself.
Copies o f the script, A Midsummer Night's Dream (two per child) 
Highlighters
Portfolio
Copy o f the self evaluation for each child
Three weeks o f practice, 40 minutes a day
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Please rate yourself for each o f the following questions.
1. How well did I follow the guidelines for my performance'?
A  B C P  F
2. Did I spend an adequate amount of time practicing my lines'?
A B C D F
3. How much effort did I put into "becoming* my character?
A B C P  F
4. Did my participation in this performance help me to better 
understand the storyline from A Midsummer Night's Dream? 
yes or no
5. Did I do my very best work? yes or no
If you worked with a partner or in a group, please answer the following 
questions.
6. How well did your group work together as a team?
A B C P  F
7. Pid y o u  participate as a team player or as an independent 
player? team player or independent player
8. Do you feel your team spent "rehearsal* time wisely?  
yes or no
If your answer is no, what could your group have done differently to  
make this happen?_____ ______________________________________
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Activity 10
Writing Like Shakespeare
The purpose o f this lesson is to have the children make quill pens. Once 
the pen is made, they will be able to experience writing as William 
Shakespeare performed the task. They will make comparisons to the way 
in which we write today.
1. Explain the history o f the quill pen.
2. Make sure each child has a feather about eight to ten inches in length.
3. Soak the feathers in warm water for 15 minutes.
4. Trim two inches off the bottom feathers o f the quill.
5. Cut off the end of the quill stalk at an angle.
6. Use a straight pin to carefully clean out the inside o f the stalk.
7. Cut a small slit in the point o f the quill pen.
8. Dip the tip o f the pen in ink and blot a small piece o f felt.
9. Hold the pen at a slant to practice writing. Experiment by holding the 
pen at different angles and applying different amounts o f pressure.
10. When the pen runs dry, dip the tip into the ink again, blot the excess 
ink, and continue writing.
11. When the children begin to feel comfortable writing with the pen have 
them write their name, numbers, the alphabet and their responses to the 
evaluation questions.
Demonstration of ability to make and use the quill pen.
The students should reflect on the following questions in their journals:
1. What obstacles did you have to overcome when writing with the quill 
pen?
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Materials:
Time:
2. H ow  long would it take you to  write the alphabet using the quill pen as 
opposed to  using a regular ink pen?
3. What similarities and differences do you find when comparing the quill 
pen to  the ink pens that are used today?
Feather for each child
Scissors
Straight pin
Ink
Small piece o f  felt for each child
White paper
Portfolio
One 40-minute class period
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 11
Shakespeare Newsletter
The purpose o f this lesson is to publish a special edition o f the school 
newspaper that highlights the various Shakespeare activities in which the 
children participated.
1. Divide the children into groups o f three or four students.
2. After explaining the objective, tell the students that each group will be 
responsible for an article in the paper.
3. Allow each group to select their own topic, ensuring that there are no 
duplications.
4. Have the children work through the writing process to create their 
article.
5. Select a small staff o f students to input the final copy into the computer 
in the form of a newsletter.
6. Distribute a copy o f the newsletter to the school.
7. Enclose a copy o f the newsletter in the portfolio.
Following the steps o f the writing process
Cooperation among student groups
Completion of newsletter
Writing paper
Computer or typewriter
Portfolio
Three 40-minute class periods
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 12 
Elizabethan Clothing
The purpose of this lesson is to identify costumes and clothing that would 
have been worn by various people in the Elizabethan era.
1. Guide the children through a visual image o f opening night o f a play 
at Globe Theater. Take them through by pointing out the senses; how it 
looked, smelled, felt, and sounded.
2. After the guided imagery, ask them to draw a picture o f what one o f the 
people might have looked like.
3. Show the children various illustrations from The Bard o f Avon by Diane 
Stanley and Peter Vennema.
4. Distribute copies o f costume sketches for men and women's clothing.
5. Discuss what the characters o f A Midsummer Night's Dream might 
have worn. Show clips from the HBO Animated Tale, and make 
comparisons.
Participation in guided imagery
Articulation of various components o f particular costumes
The children will draw a sketch o f costume ideas for the festival.
The Bard of Avon by Diane Stanley and Peter Vennema 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, HBO Animated Tale (video)
Portfolio
Drawing paper
Costume sketches
One 40-minute class period
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Objective:
Procedure:
Evaluation:
Materials:
Time:
Activity 13 
Shakespeare Finale'
The purpose o f this lesson is to have the students reflect on their 
experiences with Shakespeare.
1. Ask the children to open to the web in the beginning of their portfolios.
2. Have them read aloud the things they felt they knew about Shakespeare.
3. Discuss the growth you have seen in their learning from the beginning 
o f the unit to the end, citing various examples.
4. Allow them time to share some of their most memorable experiences.
5. Ask them to write their last journal reflection on their entire experience 
with Shakespeare.
Responses to their final reflections
Participation in discussion
Portfolios
One 40-minute class period
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Closing Activity 
Shakespeare Festival
The purpose o f the Shakespeare Festival is to celebrate Shakespeare and to pass 
the message o f his importance to every student studying Shakespeare. The actual festival 
typically lasts for the majority o f the school day, including an Elizabethan banquet during 
the lunch hour. This narrative will cover planning for the festival and banquet, various 
contests which the students can enter, and performances during the festival. The end 
result is a day of celebration and excitement surrounding one o f the world's most famous 
literary playwrights.
Planning:
First o f all, find a location for the festival. A nice wooded setting is most 
appropriate. Make sure to schedule a rain date instead o f planning to go inside if 
inclement weather arises.
Each child should have a role at the festival. A simple method to achieve this is by 
dividing each class into clans o f approximately eight students. Each clan is responsible for 
a performance at the festival. The performances should last about five to seven minutes in 
length. Performances can include anything authentic o f Shakespeare's era which will 
engage the audience. Some ideas include puppet shows with Shakespearean characters, 
costume shows, dramatic performances o f scenes from Shakespeare's plays, character 
portrayals in which the audience guesses which character is being portrayed, entertainment 
by jesters, acting out a famous Shakespearean quotation that the audience guesses, or 
anything else that the students can imagine.
Each clan is responsible for its costumes. By this point, the students have had their 
lesson on the clothing of the times to give them ideas. Encourage the children to make 
their costumes from items they already have as opposed to buying or renting costumes. 
The latter can be quite expensive.
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The children are to bring their lunches for the banquet in a basket or tied up in 
cloth. In keeping with the times, they should not bring sandwiches or use plastic in 
packing their lunch. Cold meat such as summer sausage, chicken legs, or ham, cheese and 
some fruit would be good items to include. You might find it easiest to take a $1.00 
collection from each child for dessert, hard rolls, and cider. It may be hard for the children 
to find appropriate "authentic" items of this sort. They should bring a ceramic or metal 
cup from which to drink. During the banquet, music is played and jesters usually entertain 
while the children are eating.
Contests:
The contests build excitement and anticipation leading up to the festival. The 
children are given choices as to which contest(s) they enter, but all o f them must enter at 
least one, excluding the jester contest. Explanations o f the contests are as follows:
1. Jester Contest: This contest involves teaching the children how to entertain by 
juggling, using devil's sticks, or balancing a large marble ball. After teaching the children 
the fundamentals o f these activities, it is up to them to practice and perfect their acts. 
About a week after they learn, the contest should be held to determine who the clan of 
jesters will be for the festival.
2. Poster Design Contest: This contest exists to generate publicity for the festival. 
Decide the information that you wish to include on the poster and the children create 
posters to publicize the event. All entries are displayed around the school, but the winning 
entry is reproduced to hang throughout the community.
3. T-Shirt Design Contest: This contest becomes another form of publicity, but for 
the theme o f Shakespeare as opposed to the festival itself. The children are to choose one 
of Shakespeare's quotations or phrases, draw it onto a t-shirt, and illustrate it 
appropriately. Liquid embroidery and fabric paints work well on this material. Again, like 
the posters, the t-shirts are hung around the school. The children may wear them after
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the festival is over. They make nice keepsakes o f the event.
4. Greeting Card Contest: This contest is similar to the t-shirt design contest in that 
the students select a Shakespearean quotation that would be appropriate for a particular 
occasion or celebration when they would probably send a card. Such occasions might 
include a wedding, birthday, Mother's Day, or simply a thank-you card. The card could 
also be designed to advertise the festival or simply to create a Shakespearean note card. 
You might find that the winning entry is o f high enough quality to consider having the 
card professionally printed and used as a fund raiser for the festival. You may also wish to 
have the students design the card using the quill pen that they made in class.
5. Recitation Contest: For those interested in dramatic reading, this contest is highly 
appealing. The children select 25 lines from one o f Shakespeare's play to memorize, act 
out and recite. If  two students choose to work together their combined total would be 50 
lines. They are encouraged to dress the parts o f the characters.
The contests should take place about two weeks before the actual festival.
Ribbons or award certificates can be awarded. Samples o f such certificates are provided 
on the following pages. The contests add a great deal to the excitement o f the unit, and 
although the children are only required to enter one, you will find that many enter more 
than that. Also provided is a sheet that gives the name o f each child and what contest(s) 
he or she entered. This is helpful if you want to give grades or just as a means o f keeping 
track o f how each child has participated. It is best to keep a notebook or journal for 
yourself, similar to the children's as you will think o f many additional things that will 
enhance you unit as the years go by.
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Shakespeare Contests, 
Activities, & Information...
Jester Contest: Date:
Place:
Participants: anyone may try out 
Other Contests: Everyone must enter at least one.
1. Poster design contest
2. T-shirt design contest
3. Greeting Card contest
4. Recitation contest
Details were discussed in Cass.
(If you choose to work with a partner, 
your team must enter two different 
contests.)
Contest entries are due____________
Monologues will be presented that day 
in Cass.
Shakespeare Festival and Banquet wilj take place on
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ShAkespeAre Contest
The contests) 1 entered is/Are the following:
1.
2.
5.
4.
ShAkespeAre Contest
The contest(s) 1 entered is/Are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
ShAkespeAre Contest
The contest(s) 1 entered is/Are the following:
1.  
2.  
3. ____________________
4. ____________________
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND EVALUATION 
Summary
The purpose o f this study was to design a handbook for the intermediate teacher to 
use when teaching a unit on William Shakespeare. The review o f literature indicates that 
children are capable o f learning about Shakespeare and understanding his plays. 
Furthermore, if this is taught at a young age, a strong foundation will have been developed 
and children will have a frame o f reference when Shakespeare is studied at a higher level.
Several steps were used to gather information for this study. The author searched 
for materials, activities and resources that were age appropriate, involved active learning, 
and would appeal to both the teacher and student. The author also reviewed related 
literature on the appropriateness o f teaching Shakespeare to intermediate students as well 
as the process o f that teaching that reinforced the need for this handbook. Specific 
journals were reviewed because they contained pertinent information relating to the topic. 
In locating the journals, the CIJE Book, the ERIC Database, and the Microfiche were 
utilized.
This handbook is divided into four sections, including an introduction for the 
teacher, the main body which comprises the lesson topics and plans, the culminating 
activity guide and references for resource and support materials. Each lesson includes the 
topic, objective, procedure, evaluation, materials, and time frame.
Conclusions
The result o f this project is a user-friendly handbook for intermediate teachers to 
use as a guide to incorporating a unit o f study on William Shakespeare into their reading 
and language arts curriculum. The initiating, developmental, and culminating activities 
were selected to give students a strong foundation in their introduction to William
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Shakespeare and the era in which he lived. They will also enable the children to actively 
learn about and identify with his plays, his characters, and his life. It is much easier to 
teach Shakespeare when students are interested in what they are learning.
Recommendations
The author recommends this handbook to all intermediate teachers, especially 
teachers who want to bring Shakespeare into their elementary classrooms. It can be used 
in the primary or secondary grades with adaptations being made according to grade level. 
This handbook can be used in its entirety or selected activities can be used in isolation. 
For those wishing to use it in its entirety, it has been set up sequentially.
Evaluation
Evaluation tools are indicators o f the learning that is taking place in the minds of 
students. In this unit, there are many opportunities for formal and informal assessment. 
The methods chosen should reflect the teaching style of the teacher and learning styles of 
the students. Regardless of the selected method o f evaluation, the framework should 
remain consistent. Guidelines for evaluation should be clear and easily understood by 
students, parents and teachers.
One o f the most important methods for evaluating this unit's effectiveness is 
student observation. Students' academic growth can be determined by watching their daily 
interactions, participation, cueing into their language and behavior, measuring their 
interest level, and listening to students' own ideas about their work. Although this is such 
a rich source o f information, it is difficult to effectively utilize unless a documentation 
system is in place. The author recommends establishing an individual system for 
maintaining observational records that is efficient and easy to incorporate into the daily 
routine.
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Much o f the work that has been done for this unit is highlighted in the students' 
portfolios. Student reflections, reactions, and interpretation o f individual and group 
processing are relevant tools for assessment that can be found in the portfolios. Also 
included are writing and performance samples o f their work which demonstrate various 
skills, drawings, thought processes, spelling samples, and interpretation strategies. 
Feedback to students on their progress based on the portfolio is valuable input that should 
be included as well.
Achievement can also be measured by the results o f specific skills exhibited in 
areas o f vocabulary development, reading comprehension, interpretation, and background 
knowledge. This can be tracked by using informal reading inventories such as checklists 
or more formally through quizzing or testing.
This unit provides a solid introduction to the life o f William Shakespeare. Perhaps 
the most important indicator of the value this unit had on children is their desire to learn 
more about Shakespeare and his works. If you see the desire, thirst, and excitement 
surrounding him, you have created a lasting impression that they will carry with them.
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